Arvada Community Garden
COVID-19 Restrictions
Effective 05-11-20

During the pandemic the garden is open but not necessarily for business as usual. Below are the approved restrictions, borrowed from several sources, outlining access to the garden:

1. Stay home and rest if you are sick or have been exposed to covid-19.
2. Do not access the garden after sunset or before sunrise.
3. Wash your hands before and after you go to the garden.
4. Sanitizing wipes are provided near the garden entrance, please use them.
5. Use your sleeves, or gloves to open the gate and shed locks. Sanitize the gate handle and lock after opening and closing.
6. Bring tools from home and only share them with people you live with. Or leave your tools in your plot.
7. If you must use tools from the garden, thoroughly clean the handles with your sanitizing wipes.
8. Be sure that no more than 50 people are in the community garden at any one time. With a 3 acre site there should be no social distancing issues.
9. Practice social distancing; stay 6 feet away from any other people in the garden.
10. No unsupervised gathering in groups of unrelated individuals.
11. Supervised work crews and trainings are allowed up to 10 people with restrictions.
12. Wear a mask while at the garden and protective gloves as well.